Delete BS in Technology (Level II) since this program will be replaced by the proposed BS programs in Technology at Level III.

After the departments making requests left the meeting, the committee took the following actions in response to requests for modification of courses and programs.

Military Science:
The request to change the title and course description of MSL 4004 was approved. Motion: Snider; 2nd: McGuire.

Agriculture:
The request to change the description of ANIM 3653 was approved. The department's request was modified to include the change in course title and the addition of the prerequisites. Motion: Crawford; 2nd: McGuire.

Biology:
The request to modify the number of credit hours, course description, content and number of BIOL 1005 was approved. Motion: Crawford, 2nd: McGuire.

Technology:
The request for New Program change from Policy Level II to Level III was approved. Motion: Snider; 2nd: McGuire. Discussion over proper coding for these courses towards General Education electives followed. Tom Russell volunteered to check this matter and correct the forms as necessary.

The request to drop the Bachelor of Science in Technology at Policy Level II was approved. Motion: Snider; 2nd: Crawford.

The request to change Engineering Design Technology from Policy Level II to Level III and to change the curriculum and name was approved. Motion: Crawford; 2nd: McGuire. Tom Russell is to check on the prefix used on various courses and correct the forms as necessary; these should be no more than four letters.

The request for curriculum changes to the Associate in Applied Science/Computer Aided Design Drafting was approved. Motion: Crawford; 2nd: McGuire.

The request for curriculum and name change for the Associate in Applied Science/Electronic Engineering Technology was approved. Motion: Crawford; 2nd: Lemley.

The request to change Electronic Engineering Technology from Policy Level II to Level III and to change the curriculum and name was approved. Motion: Snider; 2nd: McGuire.

There being no further New Business and no Old Business to consider, the meeting adjourned at 4:30.

Rebecca K. Pazoureck, acting as secretary